978.256.9077
admissions@brightstarinstitute.com

UNIX Developer
Certificate

Online, self-paced training that is
focused on giving you the skills needed
to stand out.
Online learning gives you the flexibility to plan study time around the rest of your day. Our programs
combine video, hands-on lab exercises and one-on-one facilitation to enable you to learn as your
schedule allows.
Labs are performed via remote access to a dedicated lab machine (unless a student requests to utilize
their own equipment). Our unique commitment to student success includes a personal instructor
to assure that your courses are completed on time and with full understanding of both the lecture
content and the lab exercises.
Course Advisors are available at 978.256.9077 to answer any questions you may have.
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UNIX Developer Certificate
Overview
3-course program: $2,700
The UNIX Developer certificate program includes coverage of UNIX/Linux
fundamentals as well as a comprehensive introduction to the ANSI C
language. The final course allows students to choose from either C++ or Java
programming. Topics include command line syntax, file system structure
and navigation, as well as coverage of writing Korn and Bash shell scripts.
In the C Programming course, students are introduced to fundamental
data types, flow control, standard function libraries as well as coverage of
structured programming constructs and varargs functions.

Required Courses:
Course Name

Duration

UNIX/Linux Fundamentals and Shell Scripting

35 Hours

C Programming

35 Hours

Choose One Course:
Course Name

Duration

C++ Programming for C Programmers

35 Hours

Java Programming

35 Hours

Optional Course:
Course Name

Duration

Object Oriented Analysis & Design with UML

28 Hours
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Required Courses

UNIX/Linux Fundamentals and Shell Scripting
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: None.
Course Description: This hands on course provides training on standard UNIX/Linux commands
and utilities used for day to day tasks including file manipulation, program execution and control,
and effective use of the shell and desktop environments. The course presents the concepts necessary
to understand the way UNIX works as well as the system’s most commonly used commands. Data
manipulation utilities and shell syntax for synthesizing command pipelines are emphasized.
Bourne shell, Bash shell and Korn shell programming techniques are introduced so students will
be able to read and modify existing shell scripts as well as create their own. Desktop environments
are also introduced from a user’s perspective, including common window managers, Open Office
utilities and an introduction to configuration tools. Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated
throughout to reinforce learning and develop real competency.

Students Will Learn:
ffIntroduction to UNIX
ffUNIX Login Session
ffText Editing
ffThe File System
ffUNIX Processes
ffIntroduction to Shell Syntax
ffBacking Up Files
ffPrinting
ffCommunicating Over the Network
ffUNIX GUI Fundamentals
ffKDE Desktop
ffGNOME Desktop
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ffKorn and Bash Shell Enhancements
ffWriting Scripts
ffProgramming Logic
ffManipulating Strings
ffCommand-Line Processing
ffText File Manipulation
ffFunctions
ffCompound Commands
ffProcess Management
ffAdvanced Customization of the Shell
Environment
ffAdvanced I/O with Streams
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C Programming
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: Prior experience with a scripting or programming language is required.
Course Description: This hands on C programming course provides a comprehensive introduction
to the ANSI C language, emphasizing portability and structured design. Students are introduced to
all major language elements including fundamental data types, flow control, and standard function
libraries. Thorough treatment is given to the topics of string and character manipulation, dynamic
memory allocation, standard I/O, macro definition, and the C runtime library.
The course explains the use of aggregate structures, unions, and pointers early on so the students can
practice extensively in the hands on labs. Structured programming constructs and varargs functions
are also covered. Emphasis is given to the processing of command line arguments and environment
variables so students will be able to write flexible, user-friendly programs. The course also
includes coverage of portability tips drawn from experienced programmers working in production
environments. Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout to reinforce learning

Students Will Learn:
ffC Language Basics and Development
Environment
ffFundamental Data Types, Storage Classes and
Scope
fftypedef and Macros
ffOperators and Expressions
ffFlow Control Constructs
ffBasic Character and Formatted I/O
ffPointers and Dynamic Allocation
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ffFunctions
ffArrays
ffStrings and Character Manipulation
ffStructures
ffAdvanced Structures and Unions
ffAccessing Command Line Arguments and
Environment Variables
ffAdvanced Macro Design
ffC Runtime Library Standard I/O Functions
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Choose One Course

C++ Programming for C Programmers
Duration: 28 hours
Prerequisites: Prior programming experience with C.
Course Description: This hands on C++ training course presents a thorough introduction to objectoriented programming in C++ for experienced C programmers. The central concepts of C++ syntax and
style are taught in the context of using object-oriented methods to achieve reusability, adaptability
and reliability. Emphasis is placed on the features of C++ that support abstract data types, inheritance,
and polymorphism. Students will learn to apply the process of data abstraction and class design.
Practical aspects of C++ programming including efficiency, performance, testing, and reliability
considerations are stressed throughout. Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout
to reinforce learning and develop real competency.

Students Will Learn:
ffFundamental Features in C++
ffObject-Oriented Concepts
ffEncapsulation in C++: Introduction to Classes
ffConstructors and Destructors
ffOperator Overloading
ffInheritance
ffVirtual Functions, Polymorphism and Multiple
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Inheritance
ffStreaming I/O
ffTemplates
ffThe Standard Library
ffStrings in C++
ffException Handling
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Java Programming
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: Basic programming skills in a structured language. Knowledge and experience
with Object-Oriented Design (OOD) is helpful, but not required.
Course Description: This hands on course introduces experienced programmers to Java™
technology and Java programming techniques. The Java platform provides an object-oriented,
portable and robust framework for application development. Included are core language
concepts including fundamental data types, flow control, and standard function libraries. The
course emphasizes object oriented programming and modular design to support distributed
development environments. Included are the design of classes and objects, inheritance and
polymorphism, and the details about creating programs for use on a distributed network, with
emphasis on JSP, Servlets, and JDBC. The course also includes coverage of the Java Collections
API, fundamental I/O, exceptions, and exception handling.
The course is designed to leverage the participants’ existing programming skills and to highlight
the new and extended features of the Java programming framework as compared to other
common languages. Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout to reinforce
learning and develop real competency.
Students Will Learn:
ffIntroduction to Java

ffType Safety
ffThe Collections Framework
ffExceptions and Exception Handling
ffBasic Input and Output (I/O
ffNetwork Programming
ffThreads
ffJava Database Connectivity (JDBC)
ffIntroduction to Java Web Applications
ffRich Internet Applications with Java

ffDeveloping Software With Java SE
ffJava Fundamentals
ffFlow of Control
ffData Types and Operators
ffUsing Java Objects
ffArrays
ffDeveloping Java Classes
ffInheritance and Interfaces
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Optional Course

Object Oriented Analysis & Design with UML
Duration: 28 hours
Prerequisites: Knowledge of structured programming concepts.
Course Description: This OOA&D training course presents the key concepts and methodologies
required to perform quality object-oriented software engineering, with particular attention to practical
techniques such as use-case and CRC analysis, UML diagramming, and patterns. Students practice
applying object oriented analysis during the course to improve software designs and to see how
software objects can be altered to build software systems that are more robust and less expensive.
Students use several methods for analyzing software systems, finding and refining useful classes
and relationships between objects. Care is taken not to focus on any one language so that all students
can participate in the design exercises without relying on specific programming skills. The course
emphasizes the most practical analysis and design methods, including the application of use case
analysis, CRC analysis, problem domain analysis, activity diagramming, interaction diagramming,
and class diagramming.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is presented in detail and is used in the exercises and case
studies. Practical aspects of project management and implementation are presented from the
perspective of experienced object system designers. Special emphasis is given to the use of object
patterns in developing software systems. The students apply their skills in labs that are mini design
sessions, during which the instructor helps the students identify and overcome common obstacles
that occur during group sessions.
Students Will Learn:
ffObject-Oriented Principles
ffIntroduction to the OOAD Project Lifecycle
ffUse Case Analysis
ffClass Analysis
ffState Machine Diagrams and System
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Operation Analysis
ffModeling Interactions
ffSpecification Class Diagramming
ffOrganizing Large Scale Software Applications
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